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speeds. Computational complexity here measured by the
times of addition and multiplication in an independent
algorithm. However, the phenomenon of distortion at the
edges of the image is distinct. To mitigate this problem
around line edges, several demosaicking methods [4], [5]
have been proposed, which first accurately identifies line
edges with edge indicators and then estimates missing
pixels with an edge-adaptive methods. Adams and
Hamilton comprehensively considered chrominance (R or
B) and luminance (G) information within 5×5
neighborhoods when calculating the horizontal and
vertical gradient operators [6]. Missing color values in
Lee’s approach are estimated by using the additional
information in 45 and 135 directions [7]. Wang and
Lin improved edge detection in [8] by using surrounding
pixels’ values as well as employing information to get
final edge direction of current pixel. Their work separated
edge regions and other regions, which inspired our work
so much.
Moriaan color model indicates that the ratio of each
color component in a full-color image is almost constant
[9]. Based on this model, several algorithms were
proposed [10]-[12]. An adaptive filtering for color filter
array demosaicking is proposed [10]. In order to reduce
the mutual interference between the chrominance, an
adaptive least squares inverse filtering method is
proposed in [11], but the influence of different gradients
of image restoration is ignored. Chung proposed a lowcomplexity joint color demosaicking and zooming
algorithm in [12]. In this method, the interpolation of all
missing red and blue components can be done in parallel,
so the processing time can be saved. More recently,
Mairal [13] and Yu [14] proposed demosaicking methods
based on sparse representation of images. These
algorithms assumed that patches in natural images admit
a sparse representation over a dictionary.
We summarize the recent methods by Getreuer [15],
[16] and Kiku [17], [18] being able to give state-of-theart results in both databases. Getreuer’s demosaicking
algorithm is based on total variation along curves, and
first estimates the image contour orientations directly
from the mosaicked data using contours stencils. The
demosaicking is performed as an energy minimization,
using a graph regularization adapted according to the
orientation estimates. The objective energy functional
consists in two terms. The first one regularizes the
luminance to suppress zipper artifacts while the second

Abstract—In this paper a region-adaptive demosaicking
algorithm with low computational complexity for single-sensor
digital cameras is proposed. The proposed algorithm firstly
divides the input image into two kinds of regions and then
adopts different interpolation methods for each type. The
proposed interpolation method makes full use of bilinear’s fast
execution speeds in the smooth region. And it directly extracts
and recovers edge information with weighted values of
multidirectional components in edge regions. Experimental
results show that the proposed method has an outstanding
performance not only in subjective visual quality but also in
terms of composite peak signal to noise ratio (CPSNR).
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I.

INTRODUCTION

To simplify the process and consider the cost savings,
digital cameras and video cameras usually use a single
image sensor (e.g., CCD or CMOS). Their surface is
covered by a layer of color filter array (CFA), which
could only receive one kind of base shade at each pixel.
For getting a full-color image, adopting an appropriate
interpolation method, called demosaicking algorithm, at
each point to recover the other two color components is
necessary. The most widely used model is Bayer CFA
sample array, shown in Fig. 1 [1]. Since human visual
system is more sensitive to the green (G), Bayer sets that
the number of green pixels is twice as the red (R)’s or the
blue (B)’s.
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Fig. 1. Color filter array (Bayer pattern).

The original Bayer CFA demosaicking algorithms are:
nearest neighbor interpolation and bilinear interpolation
[2], [3]. Since the computational complexity of these
algorithms is at a low level, they have faster execution
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term regularizes the chrominance to suppress color
artifacts. Kiku proposed a strategy in [17] that consists in
the interpolation of the residual differences, which means
the differences between observed and tentatively
estimated pixel values. Fan [19] proposed a constant-huebased color filter array demosaicking sensor for digital
still camera implementation. Chen [20] proposed an
efficient post-processing method to reduce interpolation
artifacts based on the color difference planes.
This paper proposes a region-adaptive method with
weighted values of multidirectional information.
Different from conventional interpolation methods based
on two directions or four directions, the proposed method
exploits greater degree correlations among neighboring
pixels along eight directions to improve the interpolation
performance. We identify region types (smooth region or
edge region) by gradient values, then choose different
treatment for different areas: In the smooth region, use
bilinear interpolation which has obvious advantages in
computational complexity aspect; in the edge region, take
multidirectional pixel information into consideration by
employing weighted gradient values. This algorithm’s
region-adaptive idea and time-saving superiority are
inspired by [8] and [12], and it circumvents the bad effect
during image restoration caused by different gradients
which has appeared in [11]. By comparing with methods
in related literatures, the algorithm has better
performance in the recovery of the green component and
reconstruction of the overall image.
The remainder of this paper is organized as the
following. Section II is devoted to the adaptive
demosaicking algorithm. Section III introduces the
proposed interpolation method. Experimental results are
presented with other existing methods in Section IV, and
conclusions are provided in Section V.
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Fig. 2. Bayer Pattern neighborhood.

Hibbard detects edges by calculating first-order
differential [4]:
(1)

DV  G2  G8

(2)

Laroche proposes second-order terms [5]:

DH   A3  2 A5  A7

(3)

DV   A1  2 A5  A9

(4)

Adams and Hamilton improve operators on the basis of
the above [6]:

DH   A3  2 A5  A7 + G4  G6

(5)

DV   A1  2 A5  A9 + G2  G8

(6)

The minimum one is chosen as the preferred
orientation for the interpolation. The details are as
follows [6].

1
 2 (G2  G8 ), DV <DH

1
G5 =  (G2  G4  G6  G8 ), DV =DH
4
1
 2 (G4  G6 ), DV >DH


(7)

The second pass of the interpolation fully populates the
red and blue color planes. Consider the following
neighborhood in Fig. 3.

II. ADAPTIVE DEMOSAICKING

A1 G 2 A 3
G4 C5 G6
A7 G 8 A9

Biologically speaking, the human visual system is
sensitive to sudden changes of the color and edge
information. So efficient interpolation algorithms are
almost combined with edge and texture information.
Since the number of green component occupies half of
whole pixels in Bayer array, interpolation algorithm
generally gives priority to restore the green component.
To deal with the difference between the edge and
texture, adaptive demosaicking method has been
proposed. When recovering the green component, firstly
calculate the gradient operators in different directions,
and then select the appropriate interpolation direction.
As Fig. 2 shows, Gi represents the green component,

Fig. 3. 3×3 chrominance neighborhood.

Gi is a green pixel, Ai is either a red or blue pixel and
C5 is the opposite color pixel to Ai (i.e., if Ai is red then
C5 is blue and vice versa). Here we assume that all Gi
has been known.
There are three cases [6]. Case 1 is when the nearest
neighbors to Ai are in the same column. ( A4 is used as
an example)

while Ai stands for red or blue component. All Ai pixels
will be the same color for the entire neighborhood. For
simplification, we will use the term chrominance to
represent either red or blue. We define operators in
horizontal direction and vertical direction as DH and DV
respectively.
©2014 Engineering and Technology Publishing

DH  G4  G6

A4  ( A1  A7 ) 2  (G1  2G4  G3 ) 2

(8)

Case 2 is when the nearest neighbors to Ai are in the
same row. ( A2 is taken as an example)

A2  ( A1  A3 ) 2  (G1  2G2  G3 ) 2
931

(9)
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Case 3 is when the nearest neighbors to Ai are at the
four corners ( A5 is taken as an example).
A5  ( A1  A3  A7  A9 ) 4  (G1  G3  4G5  G7  G9 ) 4 (10)

Beside this way to recover R or B components, there is
another way to treat chrominance plane interpolation. The
color difference model used is employed in [12] when the
missing red and blue components are constituted. Its
green-to-red (green-to-blue) color difference value is
bilinearly interpolated from the neighboring pixels in
which red (blue) CFA components are already known,
and its intensity value can then be determined.
For example, when the red components of pixels (i, j ) ,

(i, j  4) , (i  4, j ) and (i  4, j  4) are known and the

4  n m
4m

d ( g r )( i  4, j ) 
d( g r )( i , j ) 
4  4
4


4m
n m

  d ( g  r )( i  4, j  4) 
d ( g  r )( i , j  4)  , 0  i , j  4.
44
4


(11)

(d)

(e)

(f)

TABLE I: COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY OF DIFFERENT METHODS
(CORE PART).

(12)

The missing blue color component is treated in the
same way. In practice, the interpolation of red and blue
components can be done in parallel so as to reduce the
processing time.
The former algorithm only uses one of the horizontal
or vertical directions of the gradient component, which
completely ignores the constitution to recovery of the
information from other directions. The latter method
presents the integrated use of the information on the four
corners within a 5×5 neighborhood.
III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
To reach a better recovery performance with low
computational complexity, the proposed scheme
improved the original adaptive interpolation method
introduced in Section II. In the field of data structure,
computational complexity, this is also called algorithmic
complexity, measured by the addition times as well as
multiplication times. A relatively small computational
complexity method would be favored since it means
higher efficiency.
When using different demosaicking methods to
reconstruct a same original image, the number of loops in
their corresponding programs is completely equal. The
reason is that whatever a method is, its goal is to estimate
the two losing components for every pixel. Thereby the
times that we use each method is 2 times of an image size.
For example, in our work, the size of test images are
512×512 pixels. Fig. 4 shows six original 24-bit (8-bit for
each color component) full-color images used in the
simulation.
©2014 Engineering and Technology Publishing

(c)

The core part of each algorithms, the loop body, runs
2×512×512 times in a real program. So, when we
compared computational complexity of different methods,
the comparison of their core part is enough. Table I
shows comparison of different methods’ core part’s
computational complexity.

The missing red color component is then estimated by

R(i  m, j  n)  G(i  m, j  n)  d( g r )(i  m,i  n ) .

(b)

Fig. 4. Original full-color images: (a) Airplane, (b) Milkdrop, (c)
Peppers, (d) Boat, (e) Mandrill, and (f) Lena.

value of (i  m, j  n) is waiting to be estimated, where
0  m, n  4 . The green-to-red color difference value of
pixel (i  m, j  n) is first interpolated as the following:
d ( g  r )( i  m, j  n ) 

(a)
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Method

Bilinear

ACP[6]
+ADW[8]

LCGC
[12]

CHB
[19]

MDW
[20]

Addition(times)

3

14

24

20

17

Multiplication
(times)

1

4

4

4

5

Bilinear method’s extraordinary low computational
algorithm is ascribed to the following two reasons: First,
it doesn’t contain the process of justifying interpolation
direction, and the second aspect is that it simply used the
average value of pixels in four orientations (up, down,
left, right).
In the green components recovery pass, the scheme
scans the CFA image and detects if a particular pixel is in
a smooth region. If it is, bilinear interpolation method
will be adopted. Otherwise, the pixel will use weighted
values of multidirectional information within its 5×5
neighborhood as the missing green component value. The
same process is applied to the recovery of R/B
components pass.
Fig. 5 outlines how to select an appropriate method for
a particular pixel of the proposed scheme. The whole
algorithm can be divided into two blocks: the first is the
interpolation of green component, and the second part is
towards red and blue components. The details are as the
following.
A. Region-adaptive Demosaicking
Bilinear interpolation, one of the classic demosaicking
methods, can assure a high quality of recovery in smooth
region with the absolute advantage in speed. Inspired by
Wang and Lin [8], we take different interpolation
methods in smooth region and edge region, that is to say,
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once a pixel is justified in a smooth region, we use
bilinear method, and when a pixel is in an edge region,
we interpolate the missing colors with weighted values of
multidirectional information.

Fig. 7 shows visual comparison of reconstructed Fig.
4(b) produced by demosaicking methods. The number of
smooth region pixels of Fig. 4(b) is comparatively at a
high level. We can see that the bilinear algorithm,
compared with other interpolation methods, does a
considerably good recovery in smooth regions. In this
paper, considering the computational complexity and
CPSNR two factors, we suppose T is 5.

Bayer CFA

N

Green
component

Y

DH ( DV )  T

2.4
2.3

Time/s

Interpolate with weighted
values of horizontal and
vertical information

Bilinear interpolation
algorithm

2.2
2.1
2

DP ( DN )  T

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

6

7

8

9

10

35.8

Interpolate with weighted
values of negative diagonal and
positive diagonal information

Bilinear interpolation
algorithm

1

T

Red & Blue
components

Y

CPSNR/dB

N

35.6
35.4
35.2
35

1

2

3

4

5

T

Full-color image

Fig. 6. The time and CPSNR with different T applied to image Lena.

Fig. 5. Overview of the proposed demosaicking method.

A region’s type (smooth region or edge region) is
determined by its gradient operators, Eqs. (5) and (6) are
applied for DH , DV in our proposed method:

DH  DV  T

(13)

DH  DV  T

(14)

where T stands for the threshold to identify different
region types. If gradient operators agree with (13), we
consider it is in a smooth region. And (14) is the
requirement for edge regions. Table II shows that the
performance of composite peak signal to noise ratio
(CPSNR) [21] and speed with respectively T value, and
we conducted simulations using MATLAB with a
processor of Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-2430 CPU, M380 @
2.40GHz, RAM 8.00GB.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 7. The processing results of image Milkdrop: (a) the input CFA
image, (b) the full-color original, (c) bilinear, (d) ACP+ADW, (e)
LCGC, and (f) the proposed algorithm.

TABLE II: CPSNR AND SPEED PERFORMANCE WITH DIFFERENT T
APPLIED TO IMAGE LENA.
T

1

CPSNR(dB) 35.5421
Time(s)

2.3211

T

6

CPSNR(dB) 35.3223
Time(s)

2.0820

2

3

4

5

35.5034

35.4652

35.4332

35.4035

2.2321

2.2208

2.1753

2.0812

7

8

9

10

35.2475

35.1735

35.1064

35.0222

2.0756

2.0715

2.0633

2.0548

B. Weighted Values of Multidirectional Information
In the first step, when luminance information is
restored, the weighting factor of how different directions
operators effect on interpolation can be calculated as long
as the horizontal and vertical gradient operators is
calculated. Unlike the original algorithms to select a best
interpolation direction, a weighted value of
multidirectional information use more original green
components when restore missing green components. The
weighted values of horizontal direction WH and vertical

Fig. 6 represents the trends of CPSNR and speed with
different T . When T increases from 1 to 5, time
declines obviously and CPSNR changes relatively flat.
When T increases from 6 to 10, time is at a smooth state,
and CPSNR, which reflects the reconstruct quality,
declines rapidly. Since our aim is to find a T value
which corresponds less time and at the same time
maintains a high CPSNR, then 5 is a proper and ideal
value.
©2014 Engineering and Technology Publishing

direction WV can be calculated:

WH  DV / ( DH  DV )

(15)

WV  DH / ( DH  DV )

(16)

The complete green interpolation process now is
expressed as below, considering the 3×3 neighborhood as
shown in Fig. 3.
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if DH  DV  T ,

G5  [(G2  G8 ) / 2  (2  A5  A1  A9 ) / 4]  WV
 [(G4  G6 ) / 2  (2  A5  A3  A7 ) / 4]  WH ,

reconstructed image. And Table IV tabulates the
performance of different methods in terms of the CPSNR
[21]. Specifically, the PSNR and CPSNR of a
reconstructed full-color image are defined as

(17)





2
255

PSNR  10log10 
2
 1 M N
 MN   I in (i, j ,2)  I out (i, j ,2)  
i 1 j 1



else

G5  (G2  G4  G6  G8 ) / 4

(18)

The second step of the interpolation fully populates the
red and blue color planes. Considering the following
neighborhood in Fig. 8, operators in positive direction
DP and negative direction DN are defined as the
following:

DP | G3  2G5  G7 |  | A3  A7 |

(19)

DN | G1  2G5  G9 |  | A1  A9 |

(20)

and


CPSNR  10 log10 
 1
 3MN


A11 G12 A13 G14 A15
G16 C17 G18 C19 G20
A21 G22 A23 G24 A25
Fig. 8. 5×5 Chrominance neighborhood.

This step is similar to the first step, when recover the
chrominance information (R/B), calculate the weighted
values of positive and negative directions ( WP , WN ):
(21)

WN  DP / ( DN  DP )

(22)

TABLE III: PSNR OF BILINEAR, ACP+ADW, LCGC, MDW, AND
PROPOSED METHOD ON G COMPONENTS.

The complete chrominance components interpolation
process now is expressed as below:
if DN  DP  T ,

A13  [( A1  A25 ) / 2  (2  G13  G7  G9 ) / 4]  WN
 [( A5  A21 ) / 2  (2  G13  G9  G17 ) / 4]  WP

(23)

G5  (G2  G4  G6  G8 ) / 4

(24)

else

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Image

Bilinear

ACP+ADW

LCGC

MDW

Proposed

Airplane

33.5748

36.2210

38.3583

38.6234

38.7549

Milkdrop 35.1312

37.5822

39.8912

40.1132

40.3982

Peppers

32.0472

33.6660

34.2934

34.4235

34.3498

Boat

29.7299

30.6362

30.9423

31.0423

31.0462

Mandrill

25.5471

26.8255

27.7663

27.8564

28.0437

Lena

35.4812

35.9496

37.4362

37.7337

37.8233

Average

31.9186

33.4801

34.7813

34.9654

35.0694

TABLE IV: CPSNR OF BILINEAR, ACP+ADW, LCGC, MDW, AND
PROPOSED METHOD.

Experiments were conducted in order to evaluate the
performance of the proposed demosaicking algorithm. In
this paper all simulation results are obtained with
MATLAB 7.14. The original full-color images in Fig. 4
were subsampled according to the Bayer CFA pattern,
with starting sampling sequence of “RGRG…” in the first
row, to form a set of CFA testing images. The CFA
testing images were then processed with bilinear, ACP
[6]+ADW [8], LCGC [12], MDW [20], and proposed
algorithm to produce full-color images for comparison. In
all simulations, we adopted the point-symmetric
boundary extension [22] to realize the prefect
reconstruction in Bayer pattern.
Table III tabulates the performance of various methods
in terms of the peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) of green
components between the input image and the
©2014 Engineering and Technology Publishing



 (26)
3 M N
2
(
,
,
)
(
,
,
)
I
i
j
k

I
i
j
k



in
out

k 1 i 1 j 1

2552

where I in is the input image, I out is the output image,
and M  N is the size of image. In Table III, We focus
on the recovery of green components, since they play a
fundamental role in the whole interpolation, in other
words, the reconstruction of red and blue components are
based on the green components interpolation. Thus a high
PSNR on green component is a necessary precondition of
the ideal whole demosaicking result. Both in PSNR of
green component and CPSNR, the proposed algorithm
provides the best performance (except PSNR of MDW on
green components of Peppers).

A1 G 2 A3 G 4 A5
G 6 C 7 G 8 C 9 G10

WP  DN / ( DN  DP )

(25)

Image

Bilinear

ACP+ADW

LCGC

MDW

Proposed

Airplane

32.4525

35.4533

37.8767

37.6334

37.8867

Milkdrop 34.3245

36.7645

38.6466

39.0189

39.2111

Peppers

31.3452

32.6527

33.6842

33.7235

34.0492

Boat

29.2347

30.3454

29.8876

30.0483

30.0662

Mandrill

24.7345

26.8742

26.3432

27.1564

27.3433

Lena

34.3457

35.0446

35.1218

36.0337

36.4235

Average

31.0729

32.8558

33.5934

33.9357

34.1633

Objective measures may not be accurate and reliable
enough to illustrate the quality difference among the
processing results. Fig. 9 shows visual comparison of
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reconstructed images produced by demosaicking methods.
In Fig. 9, the proposed algorithm outstandingly preserves
the letters on the airplane with less color artifacts in
image Airplane.

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

(a)

(b)

[8]

(c)

[9]

[10]
(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 9. Part of the processing results of image Airplane: (a) the input
CFA image, (b) the full-color original, (c) bilinear, (d) ACP+ADW, (e)
LCGC, and (f) the proposed algorithm.

[11]

[12]

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a region-adaptive demosaicking with
weighted values of multidirectional information is
presented. With the use of weighted values, more
components from original image are considered. Since
bilinear interpolation can assure high quality of recovery
in smooth region with the absolute advantage in speed, if
we justify the region belongs to a smooth type, bilinear
interpolation method is adopted. While an edge region
will use the weighted value mentioned above. Simulation
results show that the proposed algorithm produces images
providing the most details and the least color artifacts
with low level computational complexity.

[13]

[14]

[15]

[16]

[17]
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